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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Katie Shilton, Assistant Professor, College of Information Studies, University of MarylandMember of UMD’s Information Policy and Access Center (iPAC), center devoted to researching the policy and social issues that govern access to information in a digital world.I’m going to talk today about mobile technologies – the pervasive phones and tablets that enable many exciting new applications – but also raise serious privacy and ethical concerns.And specifically, I want to lay out some of the challenges teens face in dealing with mobile data privacy,As well as emerging solutions to those challenges.



Mobile Devices: Beyond Communication 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t have to tell you how pervasive mobile phones are among teens, kids.2012 study: Pew Internet & American Life project, 77% of those ages 12-17 have cellphones. 23% of those have a smartphone.Texting and talking are huge uses, of course, but phones are for more than just communication these days.Video: Phones can record and upload video. 27% of internet-using teens 12-17 record and upload video to the internet. Sensors: Phones increasingly have sensors on board, including GPS location, cameras, audio sensors, accelerometers to measure motion. Can also connect via Bluetooth to body sensors, such as the Fitbit or BodyBug, used to track exercise and movement. All of the data collected by these sensors can be classified as “mobile data” – measurements and metrics collected by mobile devices as we go about our daily lives. 



Example: GoGreen Foundation 
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Presentation Notes
These data can be used for a number of really neat things. For example, participatory research projects involving teens.One example – GoGreen Foundation in San Francisco. This was a collaboration with group I worked with – the Center for Embedded Networked Sensing at UCLA.It was organized by a group of teens and their parents who were interested in reducing their personal environmental impacts.Teens at a school in San Francisco ran specialized software on smartphones to calculate their carbon footprint.The software tracked participants’ location and how fast they were moving, used this data to infer whether they were driving, biking, taking the bus, walking.Plugged that information into carbon models and gave a personalized daily carbon footprint, which it posted to Facebook.The teens then competed to reduce their footprints.



Example: Mobile Health 

 Data collection and reminders 
 Tracking chronic diseases such as 

diabetes. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A different example of phones collecting data is the growing area of mobile health.Phones travel with us everywhere, and can be used to send reminders and collect data about health conditions.For example, researchers are building data collection and reminder software for people with diabetes, to help them track diet and physical activity, and to remind them to take blood glucose readings.Recent studies at the University of Maryland have shown that daily reminders and tracking using mobile technologies can help individuals achieve healthier outcomes.



Dependent Upon Location 

 GPS 
 Wi-Fi  
 Cell towers  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But these cool applications are dependent upon collecting pretty personal data. Big concern with mobile phones is location data. The collection of location data using phones has caused publications like The Economist to refer to phones as “the spy in your pocket.” “Locationgate” in 2011, when British researchers discovered database file recorded by iPhones & iPads ,contained a date-stamped log of the long and lat coordinates of locations visited by the owner. People worried Apple was tracking every move of its customers. Phones collect location using three mechanisms.Smartphones increasingly have GPS technology. This is the most accurate, granular locator, and can be recorded by the phone company or a third-party application.Phones can also search for nearby WiFi signals, and tap into commercial databases which have mapped wifi signals to geographic areas. Can be very accurate in urban settings.Finally, all phones use cell towers: knowing where your phone is, is critical to how it works. Phone companies keep logs of which cell tower your phone has communicated with. Less accurate but still identifying. 



Why Privacy?  
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Location traces quantify habits, routines, 
associations & are easy to mine 

Potential consequences: 

Safety & security threats 
Location-based discrimination 
Disrupted social boundaries 
Chilling effect on legal but  
stigmatized activities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So this kind of data collection evokes some pretty serious privacy and security concerns.Your location data can identify your habits, your routines, and your personal associations. Location data might reveal where you live, where you work – or even that you were late for work.I think we can all come up with reasons why you might not want to share your location. Of course, there are safety and security threats: stalkers, home break-ins, the like. These are beginning to be fairly well publicized in the media. But there are other reasons to guard your location and activity information.There may be a risk of discrimination resulting from analysis of these huge geographic datasets.  For example, are you likely to see your insurance payments rise if you live in, or commute through, polluted regions?Social boundaries – would you want my location to always be accessible to a boss, or significant other, or child? There’s also the possibility of a chilling affect on activities which are perfectly legal, but stigmatized in some way. Would you go to a protest, or the plastic surgeon, if you knew that data was being documented? 



And… young people care! 

 Majority of young adults (18-24) in 
national survey = similar privacy 
preferences to adults 
 But – young adults had large gap 

in privacy knowledge 

Chris Jay Hoofnagle et. al., How Different Are Young Adults from 
Older Adults When It Comes to Information Privacy Attitudes and 
Policies? (Apr. 14, 2010), available at 
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1589864.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are real privacy concerns w/ this data gathering and young people care!Trope that they don’t, but majority of young adults (18-24) in a national survey had similar privacy preferences to adultsBut – young adults had an even larger gap in privacy knowledge than adultsSurvey asked basic privacy questions such as “If a site has a privacy policy, it cannot share information about you with other companies, unless you give the site your permission.”And: “If a company wants to follow your internet use across multiple sites, it must first obtain your permission.”(Both false, by the way).42 percent of young Americans answered all five online privacy questions incorrectly. 88 percent answered only two or fewer correctly.

http://ssrn.com/abstract=1589864�


The privacy knowledge gap 

Consumers don’t realize how much is 
tracked 

Jennifer M. Urban, Chris Jay Hoofnagle, and Su Li, Mobile 
Phones and Privacy, Jul. 11, 2012, available at 
http://ssrn.com/abstract=2103405. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This privacy knowledge gap isn’t just among kids.According to a recent national survey, Americans believe that their mobile phones are as private as their personal computers.Unfortunately, this just isn’t true.

http://ssrn.com/abstract=2103405�


Privacy challenges:  
cloud storage 

 Most data – location, contact lists, 
game play – stored in the cloud 
 Third party providers – what’s 

their privacy policy? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One major challenge to the privacy of data on your phone is that almost everything on your phone is stored in the cloud. This means corporations have access to your location history, contact list, search history, how often you play games, etc.This data could be stored and shared by a dozen different companies. Do you know all of their privacy policies? Does anyone? 



Privacy challenges:  
Notification and consent 

 Many apps ask for 
permission and then 
collect data.  
 How do you decide which 

apps to give permission 
to?  
 How do you opt back out? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another challenge is notification and consent. Phone screens are small, and companies aren’t sure how best to notify you that they’re tracking your data.Many apps ask for permission before collecting location data. That leaves consumers to decide which apps to give permission to – but it can be hard to know who to trust. Do you know how to opt back out if you later decide you don’t wish to share your data?Or do you forget that location tracking is turned on?



Privacy challenges:  
law enforcement 

In 2011, law enforcement made 1.3 
million requests for 
 text messages 
 caller locations 
 other information 
 
Courts still debating whether a 
warrant is necessary 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A challenge beyond cloud storage of this sensitive data is that it can be requested by law enforcement. A recent report to Congress by the major mobile phone providers revealed:last year alone, law enforcement officials made 1.3 million requests for “text messages, caller locations and other information in the course of investigations.” And that number represents requests - a single request often involves multiple callers.Courts don’t agree on whether or not law enforcement needs a warrant to access this information.Many courts have required the government to obtain a warrant before conducting this type of surveillance. However, many other courts have been happy to routinely authorize cell phone tracking without probable cause.



Privacy challenges: regulation 

Data is currently unregulated 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The challenges of cloud storage and law enforcement both stem from the fact that there are currently no laws or regulations governing how mobile data can be used.Corporations and advertisers, and also law enforcement, are struggling to figure out rules and best practices for managing this kind of data.The picture here is from National Telecommunications & Information Administration (NTIA) hearings this fall to develop a privacy code of conduct for mobile application providers. The White House and NTIA would like the industry to self-regulate – to set their own rules for notifying consumers and being fair about when data is collected, who it is shared with or sold to, and how long it is retained. But even these efforts are in their infancy. Mobile data is kind of the wild west at the moment. 



Challenges: Students and Minors 

Different levels of technology experience 
Varying time & energy for data management 
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Presentation Notes
So, in an unregulated environment, the burden of managing privacy falls on the consumer. Navigating the current mobile privacy environment takes knowledge, awareness and oversight. But this can raise some challenges for students and minors.For one thing, teens have different levels of technology experience and knowledge. Some may be savvy about location data, while others may have no idea it is being collected.Teens also have varying time & energy for data management, or what’s being referred to as “data hygiene” – keeping tabs on your online and mobile data



Challenges: Data Literacy 

Making sense of data 

Legible phone & app interfaces 

User engagement in analysis 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even if teens have time/interest in managing their data, literacy can be a challenge.Location data may be strings of lat/long readings, or map-based data.Other data, such as from a diet tracking program pictured here, may be depicted in charts and graphs or other representational schemes. Can teens make sense of that data?Are the phone and app interfaces they use legible?Are they engaged in actively analyzing what their data means?Data and statistical literacy is becoming increasingly important as privacy issues revolve around what is collected, and what can be inferred from that data. 



Challenges: Identity and Roles 
Should parents have access to teens’ 

location data? 
Should teachers? 
Youth group leaders? Friends? 

School security? Police? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Children and minors are also bound up in complicated social relationships, identities and roles with guardians and adults.Should parents have access to teens’ location data?Should teachers?Youth group leaders? Friends? School security? Police?At what age does it become inappropriate for a parent or teacher to request or view a child’s data?This is an issue that app providers face, and I’m sure we can all think of situations in which its appropriate for these adults to have access to kids’ data – and situations where it’s not. 



Challenges: Pervasive Memory 
What if our teenage indiscretions are 

never forgotten? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another challenge for teens is the pervasive nature of memory on the internet.What if our teenage indiscretions are never forgotten?People are increasingly aware that our online selves – and now, our mobile data – may not go away. Social networking didn’t exist when I was a teenager, so I’ve borrowed the Bebo page (British social networking site) from my doppelganger, the other Katie Shilton, who is a British teenager.This is still up, available, although it’s clearly been abandoned. She’s put some stuff on here (dirty jokes, references to marijuana, etc) that she might not want to be around forever. Do we want to be continually accountable for our locations, habits and routines that our phones track, too?



Challenges:  
Understanding Consequences 

Privacy as hiding from parents, maybe governments 
 But what about employers, advertisers, even friends? 

 

More transparency 
 Do teens understand what location information 

reveals about them? 
 
Targeted advertising 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another real challenge when dealing with children and teenagers is helping them understand the consequences of location privacy.Research shows that teens often interpret privacy as hiding from parents, maybe governmentsBut what about employers, advertisers, even friends?Similar to data literacy: Do teens understand what more transparency reveals about them?There are also a number of controversies around targeted advertising – a prime use of location data. Children and teens have less impulse control – should we be sending them location-based coupons for every Dunkin Donuts that they walk by? 



Addressing the Challenges:  
Teen Practices 

Teens already take some privacy 
measures 
 Boundary work 
 Using tech tools to limit access 
 Social stenography 

boyd, danah, & Marwick, A. E. (2011). Social Privacy in 
Networked Publics: Teens’ Attitudes, Practices, and 
Strategies. A Decade in Internet Time: Symposium on the 
Dynamics of the Internet and Society, Oxford, UK: SSRN.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Teens have their own ways of addressing some of these challenges.Recent study by boyd & Marwick interviewed US teens about their privacy practices.Teens make explicit sharing decisions w/ friends on social networks, for example, to show trust or avoid “drama.” This is what sociologists call boundary work.So for example, they might not always check in to locations on Facebook or Twitter.Teens also use technology tools to limit access – friend lists, etc. They might limit who can see their location check-ins to a small group of friends. Teens also use “social stenography”: coded messages. Might use song lyrics to express their emotions, or other codes difficult for parents or teachers to understand. Such practices work very well for navigating social situations – less well for managing structural arrangements – e.g. what advertisers, corporations, governments collect



Addressing the challenges:  
New tools 

 Data vaults 
 Transparency tools 

http://personal.com  https://mobilescope.net/  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another way to address some of the privacy challenges of mobile data collection are through new technology tools just starting to emerge to help people keep track of their data.Transparency tools, for example, are starting to help users understand what data their phones record and send.For example, MobileScope is tool that allows users to view and set limits on the information that their devices transmit.Secure data storage is another trend in personal data management. We’re starting to see personal data vaults - secure repositories for all data collected with personal devices. Data vaults are kind of a bank account for your data – a place to keep data that might be useful, monitor it over time, and decide if and when to share.Data goes here first; participants can use a set of sophisticated filters to share subsets of the data with third parties. This idea is popping up in several places – most recently, in  commercial start-up Personal.com.

http://personal.com/�
https://mobilescope.net/�


Addressing the Challenges: 
Teachable Moments 

Phones & data in the classroom 

http://www.mobilizing
cs.org/  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another idea for increasing legibility of data, as well as understanding of consequences of sharing, is getting kids directly involved in designing and testing mobile phone applications.Classroom projects with mobile phone data collection can emphasize teachable moments – times when students can process their own concerns about what data is recorded and where it goes.An example project is the Mobilize project, a joint project of UCLA and the Los Angeles public schools.Mobilize uses basic programming for smartphones as part of a high school curriculum to teach computer science, statistics and data literacy – and raise ethical questions as kids go about designing and testing applications that collect mobile data.

http://www.mobilizingcs.org/�
http://www.mobilizingcs.org/�


Study: Fostering Concern for 
Privacy  

Study of the Center for Embedded 
Networked Sensing (CENS) 
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Qualitative study of design 
• Participant observation  
• Interviews 
• Document analysis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And there’s data that shows that getting students directly involved in design is an excellent way of interrogating tough ethical questions.In my own research, I have studied what motivates students – mostly college and grad students, but we also had high school interns – to have concern for mobile data privacy.My dissertation project was an ethnography at the Center for Embedded Networked Sensing (CENS)Center devoted to developing sensor networks. Part of their work was building new data collection technologies and software for mobile devices.Spent two years as a participant observer in this lab, taking fieldnotes, conducting interviews, and recording impressions of design practices in this lab.



Addressing the Challenges: 
Values Levers 

Finding: Activities that build 
consensus around social values as 

design criteria 
 

• Some levers were activities already 
present within design;  

• Others were introduced to design 
by teachers, leaders.  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looked for: activities that encouraged students to pay attention to, talk about, design for privacy.I named these activities “values levers,” because they pried open new conversations about social concerns such as privacy, & helped build consensus around values such as privacy as design criteria.Started looking for values levers and noticed their position within design:Noticed some were activities inherent to design; others were introduced by teachers and leaders in the lab



Values Lever: Self-Testing 
Grad student G: If I’m going somewhere and I 
don’t want anyone to know, I think: I need to 
turn off this application, or leave my cell 
phone…  

 

Grad student L: I did data collection for T., like for 
a week or something. Then I felt like, not privacy 
... but I felt that I wanted to go out more actively. 
I felt like: oh, they are watching me, I need 
to be more active. 

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Common practice @ CENS: internal pilotsMeant to test for bugs, usabilityInterviews: Hesitation to test sleep or food studies when peers analyzing data. Laboratory pilot tests = value leverQUOTESSelf-testing fosters focus on the data. Kinds of data under request made surveillance and privacy concerns concrete.Any activities which get students closer to the data – get them thinking about what it is, what it says about them, and where it goes – is helpful for teaching privacy and data ethics.



Takeaways: Teaching Ethics in 
the Classroom & the Lab 

 Discussing ethics is a part of 
experimenting with new 
technologies 

 Teaching ethics is part of a 
technology education 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The takeaway I want to leave you with is that teaching computing and computational thinking may be a growing emphasis in coming years –But this may go hand-in-hand with teaching computing ethics in the classroom and in the laboratory. Today’s teenagers are tomorrow’s mobile software developers.Let’s get them interested in and concerned with data privacy early.Discussing ethics like privacy can be an important part of experimenting with new technologiesAnd teaching ethics like concern for privacy is a part of a technology education



Thanks! 

 
Katie Shilton 

kshilton@umd.edu  
 

UMD’s Information Policy & Access Center 
(iPAC) 

http://ipac.umd.edu/ 
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